A method has been developed to analyze the beam dynamics Qf the radio frequency quadrupole accelerating structure. Calculations show that this structure can accept a dc beam at low velocity, bunch it with high capture efficiency, and accelerate it to a velocity suitable for injection into a drift tube linac.
Introduction
At present, the proposed use of radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ) structures for the acceleration of low-velocity ions is receiving increased attention. Of special importance is the structure proposed by Kap- chinskii and Teplyakovl (K-T) which produces strong focusing electric fields which are spatially continuous along the accelerator axis. The longitudinal accelerating fields which are also present are produced by periodic variations of the radius of the pole tips. To produce the required pole tip potentials several RF systems have been proposed. The predominant effort at LASL is to develop the four-vane resonator operating in the TE210 mode. The expected performance of the RFQ makes it an attractive possibility for use in a variety of accelerator systems. It has been recognized that linac intensity limitations often occur at low velocities where the radial focusing forces from magnetic quadrupoles are weak, and where the longitudinal repulsive forces act for a long time between accelerating gaps. The use of a spatially continuous electric quadrupole force is attractive for the containment of such lowvelocity beams. In addition, the longitudinal focusing is greater than in an equivalent drift tube linac for two reasons: (1) for the same frequency the RFQ focusing period is half as long, and (2) for the RFQ the frequency can be higher for a given particle velocity because of the smaller aperture made possible by the strong radial focusing forces. The hyperbola-like pole tip surfaces1 which produce the above electric fields in the static approximation are described by the function:
In our resonator design we have characterized the pole tip shapes by using two quantities derived from the above equation. One is the pole tip radius which is obtained through a numerical solution. For example, to describe the pole tip radius in the x-z plane, let 0018-9499/79/0600-3469$00.75 © 1979 IEEEy = 0, take the + sign, and solve for the radius which we call p(z). The other quantity is R(z), the pole tip radius of curvature in the transverse plane. An expression for R(z) can be derived and then evaluated by using p(z) as one input.
Since the radial and longitudinal fields are broadly distributed through the unit cell, the usual gap transformations are not sufficiently accurate to use in describing the particle motion. For this reason we use a smaller transformation interval obtained by dividing the unit cell into n equal parts of length kz = i/n. These segments extend from kz = t&r/n to (t + l)fr/n. A value of n = 4 or n = 8 has been used in most of our calculations. Initial values of the dynamical quantities x, x', y, y', I', and W are transformed to final values through each segment. Since we wish to describe the bunching of a dc beam, the description was made valid for all phase angles, and was also made velocity dependent.
and W Transformations
To transform 4 and W through a segment we have used the relations: and JB = J4 + ti J5 + S2 J6
The integrals J1-6 are functions only of n and t. and also shows the accompanying variations of E and W. A length of 3.9 m and 109 cells were required to reach the final energy of 2.0 MeV. Figure 4 shows the longitudinal profile of particles passing through this accelerator as calculated by PARMILA. The top graph shows the phase variation of 360 injected particles relative to the synchronous phase, while the lower graph shows the particle energy relative to the synchronous energy. The abscissas are cell numbers.
Only one particle fell out of phase and did not reach the final energy, so the capture efficiency was 99.7%. The radial focusing characteristics and the high capture efficiency for low velocity, high intensity beams should make the RFQ an attractive component of many light and heavy ion accelerators. 
